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Karnataka elections results are along pre-
dictable lines, many opinion polls and exit
polls have scored right on seats predic-
tion. Congress has emerged as the win-

ner, BJP has been demolished and Janata Dal
(Secular) refuses to be written off. The national
parties were eying big in Karnataka primarily to
consolidate platform for up coming Lok Sabha
elections, off course Congress won and BJP

facilitated the victory. First, there is no sweeping
sentiment; Congress has won by a slim margin in the 224-seat house and
that is therefore no endorsement of its brave assertion of 'we survive
everything'. 

Second, national issues had little bearing, and like most states
Karnataka voted on the basis of factors that affect the daily lives of the
people - things like governance and civic amenities. BJP state leadership
and its central leadership has messed up the government right from on
set of its formation of its first government in any
southern state. Yeddyurappa, Reddy brothers in
Bangalore and Anant Kumar and Venkya Naidu in
collaboration of their god father's in Delhi has
delivered worst BJP government of the many
states ruled by BJP in India.        

Interestingly, while an indicted Yeddyurappa, who also bears the
ignominy of being the first chief minister of India to go to jail, had the abil-
ity to dent his former party, the tainted Reddy brothers have received a
drubbing in Bellary. Overall, despite the victory, Congress should ideally
not be in a celebratory mood and there is no reason for them to gloat
about their triumph in the south. What they must accept is that Karnataka
elections are neither a positive verdict on the scam soiled government at
the Centre nor a defeat of the BJP ideology, as asserted by PM Manmohan
Singh. 

If anything Karnataka elections are about what factionalism can do to
a corruption riddled party, which cares little for governance issues. And if
that is the reading, Congress better watch the wall for results in 2014
though with a rider that Congress despite corruption allegations has
looked a unit under Sonia Gandhi. But scams has destroyed UPA I clean
governance impact as 2G, CWG, Coalgate, Rail-gate plus serious law &
order breakdown specially crime on women, handling of China misadven-
ture has firmed up the believe that there is a huge disconnect of govern-
ment with public. Anna & Baba Ramdev agitations are gradually dying but
the spontaneous people participation on every outcry indicates that peo-
ple by and large are restless.   

Karnataka BJP is punished for corruption, non performance and now
2014 general elections would be acid test for UPA II lead by Congress
party to face the public ire. Thankfully, UPA II looks a better performing unit
than miserable Karnataka BJP unit. 
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Finally, the much anticipated elec-
tions for the National Assembly
along with four Provincial
Assemblies got over last week.

While the results are clear in terms of
who won and how many seats, it would
take few weeks to identify the major
trends in 2013 elections. This commen-
tary focuses on eight major trends/out-
comes that could be identified, as a
preliminary analysis.

First and foremost, the election
process and the polling, was by and
large free and fair, especially in a South
Asian, and in particular Pakistani con-
text. Though there was violence, it did
not totally disrupt the election process.
And more importantly, there are no rea-
sons to believe that either the military
or the intelligence agencies tried to
change the outcome of the results.
Invariably, every political party, perhaps
except the ANP (Awami National Party)
had a level playing field in terms of free-
ness and fairness of the election
process and polling.

Zardari deserves a big applause for
not only his deft handling of internal
political issues and external issues in
such a manner that there was no disso-
lution of the elected assemblies, but
also for conducting elections as per the
schedule. And perhaps it deserves spe-
cial applause for the smooth transition,
through the appointment of caretaker
governments – both at the national and
provincial levels. It is unfortunate, that
the PPP lost badly, despite its success
in completing the term, amongst
threats from the TTP, failing economy
and huge foreign policy and security
challenges.

Second major outcome that could
be identified is the regionalization of all

national political parties in Pakistan.
Though it is generally being voiced both
inside and outside the region, that
Pakistan has voted Nawaz Sharif to
power, an analysis of the seats that the
PML-N has won, clearly projects that the
seats for the National Assembly has
been primarily from the constituencies
in Punjab. Of the 123 seats that the
PML-N has won, except for a few seats
from KP, the rest had come primarily
from Punjab. For the PPP, almost all its
seats that it has won for the National
Assembly have come from Sindh.
Similarly, for the PTI of Imran Khan,
majority of the seats it has won for the
National Assembly has come from
Khyber Pakutunkhwa.

Third major outcome, which could
be easily identified, is the failure of reli-
gious political parties to make any sig-
nificant impact. Though the last two
general elections witnessed a decent
growth in their contribution to the
National Assembly, 2013 elections
should have been a disappointment for
the religious political parties. While the
JUI (Fazlur Rahman) and Jamaat-e-
Islami (JI) could manage to win ten and
three seats respectively, rest of the reli-
gious parties could not capture a single
seat. Perhaps, this election has cremat-
ed whatever was left of the MMA.

Those who have been following the
performance of the religious political
parties in Pakistan would agree that in
any free and fair elections, the Right did
not have much of a success. They may
have a strong street power, but it never
materialised into seats, if the elections
remained free and fair.

If the religious political parties did
not perform well in the elections, nor did
the liberal and secular parties, such as
the PPP, ANP and MQM, which could be
identified as the fourth major outcome
of this election. For the PPP, it was
almost a complete disaster. From being
the ruling party for the last five years, all
that the PPP could manage was 31

A new dawn in Pakistan?
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seats, that too only from Sindh. The
implications of this election for the PPP
should be a larger discussion; with no
Benazir Bhutto and with a corrupt image
for Zardari, the PPP will need nothing
short of a miracle to bounce back, first
within Sindh and second at the national
level. Bilawal Bhutto is too far – physi-
cally and emotionally from Pakistan,
and especially from the PPP supporters.

The ANP, PPP’s partner performed
worse. The party has been completely
wiped off and decimated – both at the
national level, and in the KP province,
which is its stronghold. Undoubtedly,
the ANP was the primary target of the
TTP and took most of the violence per-
petrated by the Taliban before and dur-
ing the elections. As a result, when
compared to the other political parties,
the ANP could not campaign that effec-
tively. Though the TTP led violence
could be considered as a reason for the
ANP’s bad performance, the fact is, it
could not project a coherent road map
or win the support of people from its
performance. All it could manage was a
single seat for the National Assembly!

Though the MQM could manage 13
seats, mainly from Sindh, more data is
needed to find out in which regions it
has performed well and whether it has
been able to retain the vote bank. PML-
Q, the other liberal party could manage
only two seats.

Fifth major outcome, when com-
pared to above liberal political parties,
is the substantial performance of Imran
Khan and his PTI. His party has won 26
seats, few short of the PPP, but way
ahead of the rest of other established
political parties. Though he has
secured most of seats from KP, he did
manage to win a few from other
provinces as well.

However, for someone who has
been touted as the next Prime Minister,
and an alternative for the PML-N in
Punjab, Imran Khan and his PTI was a
bubble that had burst. All he and his
party could manage is a collation gov-
ernment in KP province.

Despite the above drawback,
undoubtedly the PTI was a success
story; along with the PML-N, both the
political parties could be seen as right

of the centre in terms of ideology. Both
are not exactly liberal political parties,
and that could be the sixth major out-
come of this election.

Seventh major outcome could be
the relative stability in provincial
assemblies. The biggest province –
Punjab will be ruled by the PML-N, with
much ease, and Sindh by the PPP.
There seems to be an understanding
already in KP in letting Imran Khan’s
PTI to form the government.
Balochistan may remain the only
province in terms of political stability
within the Assembly.

Finally, the biggest outcome of the
election was the general participation
and the rejection of TTP’s threats. The
violence has neither affected the out-
come, nor the process; the people took
part with enthusiasm and in big num-
bers. Perhaps, this could be a new
beginning that Pakistan has been look-
ing forward. Much will depend on how
the process is taken forward by Nawaz
Sharif and the provinces.

Courtesy  :  Institute  of  Peace  and
Conflict  Studies  (http://www.ipcs.org)
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The Congress won a thump-
ing victory in Karnataka to
wrest power after a seven
year gap, crushing the BJP

in a key election ahead of next
year's Lok Sabha ballot. Prime
Minister Manmohan Singh and
Congress president Sonia Gandhi
voiced their satisfaction over the
Karnataka result that ended five
years of tumultuous rule by the
Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) in the
southern state.

The Congress victory "is a clear
result against the ideology of the
BJP", Manmohan Singh said in
New Delhi. "The people of the
country know what's what and
they will reject the BJP ideology as
the result in Karnataka shows."

The BJP, which stormed to
power in Karnataka in 2008 with
the hope of expanding rapidly in
south India, was routed. Officials
said it may finish along with the
Janata Dal-Secular (J-S) at 39
seats each. At one point, the BJP
trailed behind the JD-S at the third
spot.

Finally - Cheers of
Congress Party at last
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The Congress had ruled Karnataka
on its own until April 2004. It later gov-
erned the state with JD-S backing till
February 2006. The state slipped into
JD-S and BJP hands after that.

Congress leaders gloated and said
they had expected a victory because of
the way the BJP ruled Karnataka in the
last five years, with infighting seeing
three changes in the chief minister's
post.

The BJP government was also mired

in corruption charges. Finally, BS
Yeddyurappa, who led the BJP to victory
in 2008 and become its first chief min-
ister, quit the party and formed the rival
Karnataka Janata Party (KJP). Although
the KJP is expected to bag only eight
seats in a house of 225, it played a
major role in splitting the pro-BJP vote.

JD-S leader HD Kumaraswamy, who
had hoped perhaps to be kingmaker,
said he was happy to win almost 40
seats. "We will be happy to be the main

opposition. We will play our role well,"
the former chief minister said.

The Samajwadi Party opened its
account for the first time in Karnataka,
winning the Channapatna assembly
seat some 60 km from Bangalore. The
Karnataka result was a morale booster
for the Congress at a time the BJP has
refused to let parliament run demand-
ing the resignation of central ministers
Ashwani Kumar and Pawan Kumar
Bansal for impropriety.

The victory was just what the party
needed ahead of the general elections
due in 2014 but which some say could
be held earlier. Said Congress
spokesperson Abhishek Singhvi: "We
are winning because people have seen
through and rejected the BJP."

JD-S leader HD
Kumaraswamy, who had
hoped perhaps to be
kingmaker, said he was
happy to win almost 40
seats. "We will be happy to
be the main opposition. We
will play our role well," the
former chief minister said
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The Karnataka rout saw several BJP
leaders lose, as the party fared poorly
both in urban and rural areas all across
the state. Karnataka had recorded the
second highest polling of 71.29% in the
last 35 years after 71.90% in 1978. The
Congress is not in power in the state for
about seven years now. 
Reactions on Karnataka poll result
trends:

Ravi  Shankar  Prasad: This acciden-
tal fluke victory of the Congress (is)
because of the split in BJP votes.

Kapil  Sibal: It looks like the BJP will
meet the same fate in the General
Elections. They will remain in third place
in the general elections as well.

Manish  Tewari  said:  The people of
Karnataka have voted. If you really look

back, over the manner in which
Parliament has been disrupted in the
last fortnight it is very evident that the
entire charade was orchestrated for the
Karnataka elections.

HD  Kumaraswamy,  JDS  state  presi-
dent: I blame the media for our defeat
and Congress is becoming bigger party.
Media did propaganda against us and
provoked people to go against us. We

respect people's mandate and accept
their verdict and we would sit in the
opposition party.

BJP  leaders  Rajiv  Pratap  Rudy:
Karnataka is a loss, we are upset about
it but we knew it would happen.

He, however, rather indirectly
defended BJP leader and Gujarat chief
minister Narendra Modi and his inabili-
ty to swing votes for the party in the

However, rather indirectly defended BJP leader and Gujarat
chief minister Narendra Modi and his inability to swing votes
for the party in the state, saying: "When does any political
party say that their leader has a magic wand? What is wrong
if a leader has a magic wand?"
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state, saying: "When does any political
party say that their leader has a magic
wand? What is wrong if a leader has a
magic wand?"

K Siddaramaiah is the to be
Karnataka's new Chief Minister. The
121 Congress MLAs elected by the peo-
ple of the state voted via secret ballot to
elect him this evening. Mr
Siddaramaiah won the backing of a
majority 75 MLAs. Governor H Bhardwaj
has invited Mr Siddaramaiah to form
the government. Addressing the press
after his election, Mr Siddaramaiah
said that the immediate challenge is to
put the state's administration the right
track.

Mr Siddaramaiah is a backward
caste leader from the Kuruba commu-
nity with a big support base, especially
in the Old Mysore region in the south.

He has been Opposition leader and
was among those who scripted the
Congress' successful campaign. He is a
five-time MLA and represents the
Varuna constituency in Mysore district.
Once part of the Janata Dal (Secular)
and an HD Deve Gowda protege, Mr
Siddaramaiah has been a
Congressman for only about six years.

Mr Siddaramaiah edged Union min-
ister Mallikarjun Kharge, his closest
contender for the post. A Congressman
all his political life, Mr Kharge has reg-

istered a formidable electoral record -
he has won nine straight times from the
Gulbarga region in north Karnataka.
The Dalit leader has always been in the
running for the Chief Minister's job, but
like before, lost out this time too.

A central Congress team headed by
Defence Minister AK Antony oversaw
the election of the new Chief Minister.
The team included junior sports minis-
ter Jitendra Singh, All India Congress
Committee (AICC) general secretary in
charge of Karnataka, Madhusudan
Mistry, and AICC general secretary
Luizinho Faleiro.

Report  by  Sub  Editor  Sachin  Naik
from  Bangalore
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Son of 
the soil 

Leaning to write Kannada
alphabets on mud as his par-
ents could not afford slate

and chock, Siddaramaiah has
come up hard way to take over
Monday as Karnataka's chief min-
ister.

Battling odds Siddaramaiah,
born Aug 12, 1948 at a small vil-
lage Siddaramanahundi in Mysore
district, a bachelor of science and
and a law degree , both from
Mysore city, about 130 km from
here.

After practicing and also teach-
ing law at Myosre for a short while,
Siddaramaiah entered politics as
he thought it was the platform to
work for his ambition - ensuring
social justice in society.

He belongs to the Kuruba
(shephered) caste, one of the
country's many economically
backward social groups.

From 1983 to 2006, he spent
time opposing Congress as he was
mostly part of the Janata Parivar,
a reference to many factions of
the Janata Dal.

Siddaramaiah joined the
Congress in 2006 after leaving
Janata Dal-Secular headed by for-
mer prime minister H. D. Deve
Gowda in protest against his pro-
moting his family members in the
party.

Since he is considered a promi-
nent leader of the backward class-
es in Karnataka, his rise in the
Congress has been swift, notwith-
standing grumbling by a section
that he is a 'migrant'.

From 2008, he was the leader
of opposition in the assembly, tak-
ing on the Bharatiya Janata Party
for its 'corrupt rule'.

Siddaramaiah's choice as the
Congress chief minister was made
a bit easy as another strong con-
tender for the post, state Congress
chief G. Parameshwara lost the
May 5 assembly poll.

While he has earned a name
as finance minister and good
administrator, he can be brash
and speaks his mind out without
giving much weight to niceties.
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Karnataka elections results are
along predictable lines, many
opinion polls and exit polls have

scored right on seats prediction.
Congress has emerged as the winner,
BJP has been demolished and Janata
Dal (Secular) refuses to be written off.
The national parties were eying big in
Karnataka primarily to consolidate plat-
form for up coming Lok Sabha elec-
tions, off course Congress won and BJP
facilitated the victory. First, there is no
sweeping sentiment; Congress has won
by a slim margin in the 224-seat house
and that is therefore no endorsement
of its brave assertion of 'we survive
everything'.

Second, national issues had little
bearing, and like most states

Karnataka voted on the basis of factors
that affect the daily lives of the people -
things like governance and civic ameni-
ties. BJP state leadership and its cen-
tral leadership has messed up the gov-
ernment right from on set of its forma-

tion of its first government in any south-
ern state. Yeddyurappa, Reddy brothers
in Bangalore and Anant Kumar and
Venkya Naidu in collaboration of their
god father's in Delhi has delivered worst
government in any BJP state ruled state

Karnataka Result Analysis

Voters Kept It Simple

Third, even if Congress would have us believe it, the
elections cannot be seen as a victory of Rahul Gandhi, who
took some time out to campaign in the state. In the same
vein, the results should also be viewed as a wake-up call for
Narendra Modi for he has a long way to go before he is
accepted as a national leader. Even though he campaigned
only briefly, the BJP fared poorly in all the regions he visited
like central and coastal Karnataka or Bangalore.
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of India.
Third, even if Congress would have

us believe it, the elections cannot be
seen as a victory of Rahul Gandhi, who
took some time out to campaign in the
state. In the same vein, the results
should also be viewed as a wake-up call
for Narendra Modi for he has a long way
to go before he is accepted as a nation-
al leader. Even though he campaigned
only briefly, the BJP fared poorly in all
the regions he visited like central and
coastal Karnataka or Bangalore.

Salman Khurshid lost no time in say-
ing, "Message for Modi is that there is
no Modi." That may be an overstate-
ment but not entirely out of place.
Amidst all this, one factor has remained
a constant over the decades. The fox of
Karnataka politics

HD Devegowda remains pertinent to
state even in his loss and his legacy is
being carried forward by his younger
son HD Kumaraswamy. Devegowda has
always amazed with his hunger for
power - after all how many will accept
being chief minister after having been
the prime minister once - and with his
instinct to remain relevant.

But the joker of the elections this
time was clearly BJP rebel BS
Yeddyurappa, whose breakaway
Karnataka Janata Paksha, was possibly
one of the main factors for BJP's terrible
showing.

Yeddyurappa ate away at the party's
roots after having singlehandedly won
the first southern bastion for the BJP
and also significantly fragmented the
Lingayat vote bank, even if he managed
no significant political victory for the
KJP. In a sense, except taking comfort
from sweet revenge, he did more harm
to others than good to himself. It is a
repeat of UP BJP story wherein Kalyan

Yeddyurappa ate away at the
party's roots after having
singlehandedly won the first
southern bastion for the BJP
and also significantly
fragmented the Lingayat
vote bank, even if he
managed no significant
political victory for the KJP.
In a sense, except taking
comfort from sweet revenge,
he did more harm to others
than good to himself.
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Singh was pushed out of the party and
UP BJP has never recovered from the
stock. Now even when the Kalyan Singh
is back to BJP several times, or
Yeddyruppa will surely be back with BJP
in the near future, the damage is done.
What Yeddyurappa did to the BJP, JD(S)
has done to some extent to the
Congress. It has nibbled away at its vote
bank in areas like Mysore where the
electorate had punished it earlier for its
betrayal of the BJP. While the Congress
has won by 2:1 ration in urban cities,
JD(S) damaged it in rural parts.

As far as region wise outcomes were
concerned, Congress made small gains
in Bangalore where it managed under
50% of the seats, while JD(S) has
gained significantly. Mumbai Karnataka
has possibly been the best success
story of the Congress. This is obviously
where Yeddyurappa has had maximum
impact on the prospects of the BJP. The
Congress has also regained in the
northern region of Hyderabad
Karnataka, but has fared worst in the
Southern part of the state where JD(S)
has made most gains. The 2008 results
got swapped in the western and coastal
regions, where Congress wrested most

As far as region wise outcomes were concerned, Congress
made small gains in Bangalore where it managed under
50% of the seats, while JD(S) has gained significantly.
Mumbai Karnataka has possibly been the best success story
of the Congress. This is obviously where Yeddyurappa has
had maximum impact on the prospects of the BJP.
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of the seats BJP had won last time.
Interestingly, while an indicted

Yeddyurappa, who also bears the

ignominy of being the first chief minis-
ter of India to go to jail, had the ability to
dent his former party, the tainted Reddy

brothers have received a drubbing in
Bellary. Also while Lakshman Savadi,
who was one of the three MLAs caught
watching pornography in the Assembly,
won, his co-accused colleagues CC Patil
and Krishna Palemar thankfully lost.

Considering the mixed fate of these
tainted politicos there can be no certain
verdict on how the moral question pans
out. But it is precisely moral high
ground that BJP chose to take after the
picture from down south became clear.

Overall, despite the victory,
Congress should ideally not be in a cel-
ebratory mood and there is no reason
for them to gloat about their triumph in
the south. What they must accept is
that Karnataka elections are neither a
positive verdict on the scam soiled gov-
ernment at the Centre nor a defeat of
the BJP ideology, as asserted by PM
Manmohan Singh.

If anything Karnataka elections are
about what factionalism can do to a cor-
ruption riddled party, which cares little
for governance issues. And if that is the
reading, Congress better watch the wall
for results in 2014 though with a rider
that Congress despite corruption alle-
gations has looked a unit under Sonia
Gandhi.

Report  filed  by  Diwakar  Shetty  from
Bangalore  Bureau

Considering the mixed fate of these tainted politicos there
can be no certain verdict on how the moral question pans
out. But it is precisely moral high ground that BJP chose to
take after the picture from down south became clear.
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Gautam Sen 

London: Narendra Modi is evidently a
very dangerous man, so dangerous that
some within the nationalist fold incited
the Shiv Sena to identify Sushma
Swaraj as their preferred candidate for
nomination as the Bharatiya Janata
Party's prime-ministerial candidate. The
somewhat jaded K.Govindacharya
pointedly added his two pennies worth
against Modi, no doubt a manoeuvre
he hoped might restore his rightful
place within the Sangha fold! Indeed
there are grounds for suspecting that
even the redoubtable Nitish Kumar
received not dissimilar encouragement
to undermine Narendra Modi by threat-
ening support for Sonia Gandhi's pre-
posterous caravan that is proving so
utterly disastrous for India. 

NARENDRA MODI &
INDIA'S FUTURE

The time for soft
options is over
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Indeed, it is significant that one of the
candidates they all wish to choose was
smilingly endorsed by Digvijay Singh,
that great patriot, preoccupied with the
threat of global saffron terror, who
refers to jihadi terrorists with the
respectful suffix 'ji'. So what if they have
copious Indian blood on their hands;
this is Indian secularism in action. No
doubt Voltaire and those great luminar-
ies of the Enlightenment and secular-
ism would have approved. 

Without Narendra Modi, the BJP is
guaranteed defeat and India the mani-
fest calamity of a Parliament utterly
divided among the most venal politi-
cians anyone could inflict on it. And the
2014 Lok Sabha elections would be fol-
lowed, in order to form a government,
by an auction for endless opportunities
to plunder, of which India has already
had a grim foretaste. Is this what the
great patriots and part-time cultural
nationalists are willing to countenance
by opposing Narendra Modi? It is not
outlandish to suggest that the vehe-
ment campaign from some on his own
side to scupper him actually originates
from within the Congress. Some of
them may have been prodded to
oppose Modi because of the devastat-
ingly compromising information of their
corruption and related peccadilloes
held by the ruling establishment.
Narendra Modi himself is apparently
rather unblemished and has managed
to survive the most sustained calumny
experienced by any Indian politician
since independence. But all the fabrica-
tions and deceit, which made even
hardened sceptics of Indian media
shenanigans occasionally waver, failed,
with the Supreme Court and SIT dis-
missing them unambiguously. 

This is the fateful moment when the
future of India will be decided and it
appears to hinge on the solitary issue of
whether or not Narendra Modi leads as
the Bharatiya Janata Party's prime-min-
isterial candidate in 2014. The party's
credibility is at a nadir despite some
remarkable performances by regional
BJP governments, most notably
Chattisgarh's Raman Singh and Shivraj
Singh Chauhan of Madhya Pradesh.
The BJP's internal divisions and failure
as the Opposition and, worse still,
apparent complicity in the bitter legacy
of rule by the UPA, have destroyed the
high expectations that brought it to
power in 1998 and 1999. Having cyni-
cally played the Ayodhya card, which is
all it was for most of the leadership,
who privately regard it as incredibly
droll, they are in danger of becoming a
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proverbial busted flush. In fact, they are
poised to end up with significantly fewer
than 100 seats in 2014. Narendra Modi
could change all that. He brings with
him an enviable track record of success
that all the ludicrous lies from the
Congress camp, about Gujarat's eco-
nomic and social indices during his
time, cannot repudiate. The nomination
of Narendra Modi will instantly expunge
many of the post-Ayodhya sins of duplic-
ity and betrayal, the deep horror at the
bankrupt UPA, and its abominable real
and faux leaders. He will also galvanize
urban India, the natural constituency of
a nationalist party that the BJP miracu-
lously all but managed to annihilate.
With Narendra Modi, the BJP and its
allies will have a fighting chance of

becoming the single largest party by a
reasonable margin, and indeed achieve
a number that will attract support from
the few others that will prove necessary
to form a government. 

Narendra Modi is going to disap-
point the Hindutva camp by concentrat-
ing on economic development and good
governance. In fact, he will likely prac-
tice genuine secularism because he will
not be pandering to vote banks.
Relations with Pakistan will be correct-
ed where cricket may become a distant
memory. Narendra Modi would also
need to make the hard choice of intru-
sive interdictions of terror suspects, the
only way to make a serious attempt to
curb it. It will offend some sections, but
experience everywhere shows that

high-grade intelligence-gathering, com-
bined with determined pursuit of poten-
tial suspects, are a minimum first step
if terror attacks are to be minimized.
One may boldly hazard a guess that
much of the bureaucracy will rise to the
challenge to perform, once the worse of
the on-going rot is smartly reined in,
since many do in fact wish to deliver. In
the somewhat unlikely event that Nitish
Kumar really wishes to sell his soul and,
with it, India for some additional money
for Bihar and act as spoiler, the BJP
should walk out of the Bihar coalition
government and fight every seat in
Bihar to ensure his political oblivion.
The moment of truth is here and there
are no soft options. The future of India
is at stake. 
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 Gautam Sen 

London: The Indian electorate will
shortly face a momentous choice,
between national socio-economic
demise and the promise of renewal.
Narendra Modi represents the latter,
the Congress and the United
Progressive Alliance catastrophe. Never
has the choice been so clear. The UPA
is bankrupt in every sense, morally,
intellectually, politically and as an
instrument of governance. It has virtu-
ally destroyed the Indian economy
which appeared poised to reach
unprecedented historic heights after
millennia of stagnation. The basis for
economic growth through the provision
of physical infrastructure, the rule of
law and educational development have
been reduced to ashes by the Congress
and its allies, engrossed with plunder-
ing the nation. An untutored UPA chair-
person is presiding over a preposterous
National Advisory Council, causing such
grievous harm to India's economy that it
is creating the conditions for military
assault by China, which reputedly it has
been contemplating. And the damage
to the economy inflicted by the UPA and
its NAC minions will result in a disas-

trous outcome in such an encounter. Of
the prime minister and minister of
defence, little need be said, except that
honourable men would have long ago
departed, heads bowed in shame, to
have been party to such callous disre-
gard for their country and fellow citi-
zens. 

The Congress cabal of utter incom-
petents and disgraceful dissimulators
has bequeathed India fiscal bankruptcy
and a current account deficit that guar-
antees even greater economic distress
to its people and national shame to
boot. The social costs being borne

already are impoverishment through
runaway inflation and burgeoning
unemployment. The parting poisoned
chalice of the Congress for India's
future generations has been to surren-
der the potentially huge rents its retail
sector will yield to foreign interests,
reviled widely for their rapacity. No
doubt some corrupt immediate consid-
eration was proffered by these would-
be latter-day marauders. But that is
what the Congress and its shameless
allies have been doing with abandon. It
daily adds insult to injury by unleashing
the intolerable Digvijay Singh to rub salt

SUICIDE OR RENEWAL
India's future is bright under Narendra Modi

The Congress cabal of utter incompetents and disgraceful
dissimulators has bequeathed India fiscal bankruptcy and a
current account deficit that guarantees even greater
economic distress to its people and national shame to boot.
The social costs being borne already are impoverishment
through runaway inflation and burgeoning unemployment.
The parting poisoned chalice of the Congress for India's
future generations has been to surrender the potentially
huge rents its retail sector will yield to foreign interests,
reviled widely for their rapacity.
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in the wound. One wonders if the
Congress is so obtuse that it imagines
the public has not yet figured that he
speaks on behalf of India's anointed,
monarchical pretender and they are not
well pleased! 

The contemptuous low esteem in
which the outside world holds UPA's
India was humiliatingly underlined at
the recent BRICs meeting in Durban.
The Indian premier was denied the
courtesy of even a formal greeting by
the inconsequential head of the host
state and also banished to lodgings 40

km from the event venue. Could there
be a worse insult for India, which cam-
paigned steadfastly for decades to end
apartheid, sacrificing valuable interna-

tional political capital in the process? It
hasn't even occurred to India's notori-
ously self-regarding foreign minister
and his senior foreign ministry advisers

The contemptuous low esteem in which the outside world
holds UPA's India was humiliatingly underlined at the
recent BRICs meeting in Durban. The Indian premier was
denied the courtesy of even a formal greeting by the
inconsequential head of the host state and also banished to
lodgings 40 km from the event venue.
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to indicate displeasure by reducing
Indian diplomatic representation in
South Africa below the level of high
commissioner. Self-harm seems to be a
way of life for India's policy-makers, pre-
occupied with urgent matters like their
Gymkhana and Delhi Golf Club mem-
berships and the purchase of a suitably
ostentatious motor vehicle on retire-
ment. 

The Congress is justly fearful of
Narendra Modi being chosen as the
prime-ministerial candidate by the
Bharatiya Janata Party. In cahoots with
some BJP leaders, themselves harbour-
ing plenteous political skeletons in their
own cupboards, they are using every
dirty trick in a forlorn attempt to harm
Modi's reputation. The shrill Congress
chorus denouncing him as a fascist and
Nazi, the charge of communal having
become exhausted from constant repe-
tition, merely highlights their well-merit-

ed anxiety. Many political and bureau-
cratic luminaries correctly anticipate a
sojourn in Tihar jail once earnest inves-
tigations and prosecutions are
launched by a Modi administration. He
appears to have declined to reach the
kind of mutual forbearance agreed with
Congress by A.B.Vajpayee and
L.K.Advani's kin and their nauseating
advisers. 

All that remains for the ruling coali-
tion to instigate is a major communal
riot, possibly in Gujarat, to frighten the
electorate and create the opportunity of
another gory feast of deceit for a pur-
chased media, microphone and camera
on the ready. The Opposition and its
senior leaders must prepare for such a
contingency by ensuring adequate intel-
ligence, though a solitary initial provo-
cation will be harder to anticipate. The

The Congress is justly fearful
of Narendra Modi being
chosen as the prime-
ministerial candidate by the
Bharatiya Janata Party. In
cahoots with some BJP
leaders, themselves
harbouring plenteous
political skeletons in their
own cupboards, they are
using every dirty trick in a
forlorn attempt to harm
Modi's reputation. 
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mobility of security agencies and the
ability to deploy the police rapidly must
also be assured. It may be wise to nom-
inate, in advance of any untoward inci-
dent, a credible appointee to wield day-
to-day executive authority if such an
unfortunate event occurs. The govern-
mental, political authority can then act
as the basis of legal and political vali-
dation rather than the direct executive
authority dealing with the emergency.
Narendra Modi should also pay atten-
tion to his personal security because if
he were to suffer an accident riots are
likely to ensue across India. It will bene-
fit the self-proclaimed protectors of
minority victims while also giving poten-
tial BJP voters a mighty scare that may
prompt them to vote in favour of sup-
posedly safer options. 

The opposition to Narendra Modi
from National Democratic Alliance
allies is so obviously instigated by some
unsavoury BJP personalities that it is
hardly worthy of comment. However,
despite all the threats emanating from
them, a BJP led by Narendra Modi
might gain at the forthcoming Lok

Sabha elections by dispensing with
these allies and going it alone, without
any arrangements over sharing seats.
The Congress perhaps foolishly imag-
ines such a split within the NDA will
bring them the kind of electoral divi-
dends they have been reaping through
their devious arrangement with Raj
Thackeray. On the contrary, it is more
likely that the growing groundswell of
support for Narendra Modi across the
nation, propelled by determined cam-
paigning by an inspired Sangha cadre,
will result in a sustainable number of
Lok Sabha members for the BJP that
will only require modest outside sup-
port to form a viable coalition to govern.
The BJP should choose Narendra Modi
as its prime-ministerial candidate and
dare the Janata Dal (United) and Shiv
Sena to do their worst, which will only
mean political oblivion for them and
likely electoral gains for a BJP led by
Narendra Modi. 

In any case, the BJP will almost cer-
tainly suffer reverses in the Lok Sabha
elections without Modi at the helm. It
will in fact result in either a chaotically

fractured electoral verdict or allow
Congress to gain enough votes to con-
template forming a coalition to rule
again. By contrast, a courageous
Modi/BJP-led parliamentary campaign
is likely to galvanize India and give a
historic verdict that will rescue the
country from immense dangers.
Destiny or the Almighty, if one prefers,
has willed Narendra Modi to lead India
out of the desperate predicament to
which the UPA chairperson and her gut-
less, nominated prime minister have
reduced it. India stands on the cusp of
destiny and the appropriate political
choice will determine whether it col-
lapses ignominiously or grasps the
opportunity for stability and a promising
future of economic advance and asso-
ciated good governance. Narendra
Modi is unlikely to deliver everything,
because India is not Gujarat, but he will
surely prepare the ground for better
things to come. 

Dr  Gautam  Sen  has  taught  Political
Economy  at  the  London  School  of

Economics.
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W
e need a master plan to
increase our water stor-
age capacity, improve
irrigation facilities and
create water networks

across the country that links the
draught prone with those experiencing
floods.

Water is one crucial factor that sus-
tains life on earth. Yet we take water for
granted unless of course reminded of
its importance by Bollywood actors cel-
ebrating waterless Holi. India is esti-
mated to have a mere 4 per cent of
global water resources, while it has to
support 16 per cent of the world's pop-
ulation. Merely by that equation India is
water stressed if not water starved.

The annual precipitation of water in
the country is estimated to be 4000

Billion Cubic Metres (BCM) of which
three-fourth get precipitated during the
monsoon season (June to September).
Of this 4000 BCM, it is estimated that
approximately 1120 BCM are only util-
isable. That in turn adds to the stress.

When rains fail, this situation gets
compounded. For instance, the rainfall
in 2009 in India was a mere 78 percent
of the long-term average rainfall. A 22

per cent shortfall is disastrous in such a
situation. Co-incidentally the UPA under
Manmohan Singh was re-elected only in
May 2009. Was Mother Nature warning
us?

Similarly in 2012 we faced "drought
like" situations in several parts of India
as rainfall was 92 per cent of the long-
term average. This brings in another
dimension to our water crisis. When it

Can we have waterless
agriculture too Mr PM? 

When rains fail, this situation gets compounded. For
instance, the rainfall in 2009 in India was a mere 78
percent of the long-term average rainfall. A 22 per cent
shortfall is disastrous in such a situation. Co-incidentally
the UPA under Manmohan Singh was re-elected only in May
2009. Was Mother Nature warning us?
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rains, it pours during the monsoon. For
instance in 2012 nearly 58 per cent
districts recorded excess rain causing
flood (the balance 42 per cent face
moderate to severe shortfall).

It is in this connection that the
National Water Policy notes that the
availability of water is highly uneven in
both space and time. Precipitation is
confined to only about three or four
months in a year and varies from 100
mm in the western parts of Rajasthan
to over 10,000 mm at Cherrapunji in
Meghalaya.

No wonder India alternates between
floods in some part and drought in
other. The challenge is to link the two.

Dream remained as one
That takes me to the Budget of

2004-05 where finance minister P
Chidambaram said, "I now turn to one
of my big dreams. Water is the lifeline of
civilidation. We have been warned that
the biggest crisis that the world will face
in the 21st century will be the crisis of

water."
And his response to this "crisis?" "I

therefore propose an ambitious
scheme. Through the ages, Indian agri-
culture has been sustained by natural
and man-made water bodies such as
lakes, tanks, ponds and similar struc-

tures. It has been estimated that there
are more than a million such structures
and about 500,000 are used for irriga-
tion. Many of them have fallen into dis-
use. Many of them have accumulated
silt. Many require urgent repairs."

Absolutely spot on I thought.
In fact his proposal captured the

imagination of the entire nation then.
Proposing to launch "a massive scheme
to repair, renovate and restore all the
water bodies that are directly linked to
agriculture" the FM sought to begin
"with pilot projects in at least five dis-
tricts" - one district in each of the five
regions of the country.

And once the pilot projects were
completed and validated, the govern-
ment was to "launch the National Water
Resources Development Project and
complete it over a period of 7 to 10
years."

In conclusion, the FM added "It is my
hope that by the beginning of the next
decade all water bodies in India will be
restored to their original glory and that

It is in this connection that
the National Water Policy
notes that the availability of
water is highly uneven in
both space and time.
Precipitation is confined to
only about three or four
months in a year and varies
from 100 mm in the western
parts of Rajasthan to over
10,000 mm at Cherrapunji in
Meghalaya.
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the storage capacity of these water bod-
ies will be augmented by at least 100
per cent."

Once again in his Budget speech of
2005-06 the FM visited the subject
albeit briefly. The zest that was palpa-
ble the previous year was missing. The
grand announcement of July 2004 for a
pilot project when the Budget was pre-
sented was still on the drawing board
and expected to be "launched in the
month of March 2005."

That was the last time I heard of the
FM speak of his "big dream." The promise
made almost a decade ago on the floor of
the Parliament on augmenting the stor-
age capacity of water bodies "by at-least
100 per cent" remains unfulfilled even to
this day. So much for government's con-
cern for farmers, agriculture and creating
basic rural infrastructure!

Now to the second leg of the water
problem - the need for irrigation facility
as delivery mechanism.

Once again the FM was spot on with
his diagnosis. "The Accelerated
Irrigation Benefit Programme (AIBP)
was introduced in 1996-97 and was
allotted large funds year after year. Yet,
out of 178 large and medium irrigation
projects that were identified, only 28
have been completed."

Therefore the UPA government
came with a practical proposal to
"restructure" AIBP by ensuring "truly last
mile projects that can be completed by
March 2005 will be given overriding pri-
ority, and other projects that can be

completed by March 2006 will also be
taken up in the current year."

Well did the government re-struc-
ture AIBP? The answer lies in the
Budget speech of Mr Pranab Mukherjee
of 2012 where he adds, "To maximise
the flow of benefits from investments in
irrigation projects, structural changes in
AIBP are being made."

Readers may note the change in
semantics: "restructure AIBP" of 2005
had become "structural changes in
AIBP" by 2012!

Despite all the bluster of the FM in
his Budget, the fact remains that the
irrigated land as a percentage to total
agricultural land in India has improved
marginally between 31.6 per cent in
2004 to approximately 37 per cent in

2011. This eloquently captures the neg-
lect of irrigation in India by UPA to this
date.

The great Indian rope trick
It is in this connection that a target

of creating an additional "irrigation
potential" of 10 million hectares (mha)
between 2005-06 and 2008-09 was
fixed. Interestingly, data with the min-
istry of water resources claim that the
government "achieved" a physical tar-
get of 7.3 mha.

How much of this was "actually"
achieved and resulted in improving
farm production is anybody's guess.

Yet till 2012 since its inception in
1996 the AIBP has an outlay in excess
of Rs 55,000 crores either as central
grant or loans. While the sums do
indeed look massive the fact remains
the overall accretion to agriculture
lands under irrigation has not improved
significantly.

Pointing to this anomaly Harish
Damodaran in a well-researched article
in The Hindu Business Line pointed out
(March 6, 2007) despite the Centre
spending a total of Rs 20,598.48 crore
(Rs 205.98 billion) under the AIBP, with
the states releasing an additional Rs
15,000 crore (Rs 150 billion) or so
since its inception in 1996.

So how much of new "irrigation
potential" has been created under the
AIBP? According to Harish Damodaran,
"The cumulative figure from 1995-96 to
2005-06 comes to 4.04 mha, with

Despite all the bluster of the
FM in his Budget, the fact
remains that the irrigated
land as a percentage to total
agricultural land in India has
improved marginally
between 31.6 per cent in
2004 to approximately 37
per cent in 2011. This
eloquently captures the
neglect of irrigation in India
by UPA to this date.
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another 0.9 mha estimated to be creat-
ed this fiscal. All that adds to some five
mha over a 11-year span."

While the physical accretion is mini-
mal the amount spent on AIBP is
indeed gargantuan. It is in this connec-
tion the Comptroller and Auditor
General of India (CAG) in its Report No.
15 of 2004 (Civil) commented among
other things, it noted that over 35 of the
expenditures under AIBP were "divert-
ed, parked or mis-utilised."

In short, as the joke goes amongst
economists, AIBP is neither accelerated
nor does it benefit farmers. At best it is
yet another avenue for loot and scoot.

That explains why states like
Maharashtra despite having several
such irrigation schemes, funded both
by the state and central government, is
perennially water starved. And that
would include Rajasthan, Tamil Nadu,
Karnataka and Orissa amongst others.

This in turn leads to farm stress and
resultant suicides which in turn trigger
another round of committees, reports,
schemes, programs and once again loot.

It may be noted that India is experi-
encing its fourth drought in a dozen
years. Needless to emphasise, this rais-
es concerns about the reliability of the
country's primary source of fresh water,
the monsoon rains. Scientists warn that
such trends are likely to intensify in the
coming decades because of climate
changes caused by the human release
of greenhouse gases.

India with large sections of poor is
extremely vulnerable to such weather
patterns.

We need huge quantities of food to
feed our population. For that we require
water. So would our industry which is
expected to grow exponentially.
Weather patterns show remarkable
departure from the past - if it is drought
in one part of the country we will have
floods. Either way it is a disaster.

Ideally we need a master plan to
increase our water storage capacity,
improve irrigation facilities and create
water networks across the country that
links the draught prone with those
experiencing floods. Unfortunately the
decade of UPA rule, like so many other
spheres been a disaster on water man-
agement too. Will someone tell the PM
that we can have a waterless Holi but
not waterless agriculture? Will some-
one educate the PM that a sustainable
development model depends on some-
thing as elementary but as crucial as
water. For too long we have ignored this
fundamental fact. The waterless Holi
was a rude wakeup call.
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India's total population stands at
1.21 billion, which is 17.7 per cent
more than the last decade, and
growth of females was higher than

that of males.
According to the final census

released by Home Minister
Sushilkumar Shinde on Tuesday, India's
total population as on March 1, 2011 is
1,210,726,932 or 1.21 billion -- an
increase of 181.96 million persons in
absolute number of population during
2001-11.

There was an increase of 90.97 mil-
lion males and increase of 90.99 mil-
lion females. The growth rate of females
was 18.3 per cent which is higher than
males -- 17.1 per cent.

India's population grew by 17.7 per
cent during 2001-11, against 21.5 per
cent in the previous decade. Among the
major states, highest decadal growth in
population has been recorded in Bihar
(25.4 per cent) while 14 states and
Union Territories have recorded popula-
tion growth above 20 per cent.

Altogether, 833.5 million persons
live in rural areas as per Census 2011,
which was more than two-third of the
total population, while 377.1 million
persons live in urban areas.

Urban proportion has gone up from
17.3 per cent in 1951 to 31.2 per cent
in 2011. Empowered Action Group
(EAG) states have lower urban propor-
tion (21.1 per cent) in comparison to
non EAG states (39.7 per cent).

Highest proportion of urban popula-
tion is in NCT Delhi (97.5 per cent). Top
five states in share of urban population
are Goa (62.2 per cent), Mizoram (52.1
per cent), Tamil Nadu (48.4 per cent),
Kerala (47.7 per cent) and Maharashtra
(45.2 per cent).

Literacy rate in India in 2011 has
increased by 8 per cent to 73 per cent
in comparison to 64.8 per cent in 2001.

While male literacy rate stands at
80.9 per cent -- which is 5.6 per cent
more than the previous census, the
female literacy rate stands at 64.6 per
cent -- an increase of 10.9 per cent
than 2001.

The highest increase took place in
Dadra and Nagar Haveli by 18.6 points
(from 57.6 per cent to 76.2 per cent),
Bihar by 14.8 points (from 47.0 per cent
to 61.8 per cent), Tripura by 14.0 points

(from 73.2 per cent to 87.2 per cent).
Improvement in female literacy is

higher than males in all states and UTs,
except Mizoram (where it is same in both
males and females) during 2001-11.

The gap between literacy rate in
urban and rural areas is steadily declin-
ing in every census. Gender gap in liter-
acy rate is steadily declining in every
census. In Census 2011, the gap
stands at 16.3 points.

Top five states and UTs, where liter-
acy rate is the highest, are Kerala (94
per cent), Lakshadweep (91.8 per
cent), Mizoram (91.3 per cent), Goa
(88.7 per cent) and Tripura (87.2).

The bottom five states and UTs are
Bihar (61.8 per cent), Arunachal

Pradesh (65.4 per cent), Rajasthan
(66.1 per cent), Jharkhand (66.4 per
cent) and Andhra Pradesh (67 per
cent).

The density of population in the
country has also increased from 325 in
2001 to 382 in 2011 in per sq km.
Among the major states, Bihar occupies
the first position with a density of 1106,
surpassing West Bengal which occu-
pied the first position during 2001.

Delhi (11,320) turns out to be the
most densely inhabited followed by
Chandigarh (9,258), among all states
and UTs, both in 2001 and 2011
Census. The minimum population den-
sity works out in Arunachal Pradesh
(17) for both 2001 and 2011 Census.

We are the second most populous
nation in the world at 1.2 billion
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Prof Vaidyanathan 

India is one of the largest buyers of
gold in the world. More than 90 per
cent of this is for jeweler purposes.

Table 1 gives the purchase of gold for
jewellery by different countries. Indian
demand is around 25 per cent of global
consumption. Recently, the attraction
of smuggling has come down due to lib-
eralised import policy. Incidentally,
domestic production of gold is very neg-
ligible, running into a few tonnes. The
purchases made in Saudi Arabia and
Gulf states is also mostly by people of
Indian origin and to that extent the
demand by 'Indians' is much larger.
What is bought in Gulf states this year
by the NRIs (non-resident Indians) will
reach here may be in a year or so.

At an average price of, say, Rs
30000 for 10 grams, we can estimate
that more than Rs 258000 crore has
been spent in buying gold last year by
Indian households, which is much larg-
er than the aggregate capital raised
from the stock market. The purchase of
gold by households is not treated as
savings in our statistics. It is treated, as

GOLD DRIVES OUR TRADITIONAL
ECONOMY, MUST NOT BE CURBED

At an average price of, say,
Rs 30000 for 10 grams, we
can estimate that more than
Rs 258000 crore has been
spent in buying gold last
year by Indian households,
which is much larger than
the aggregate capital raised
from the stock market. The
purchase of gold by
households is not treated as
savings in our statistics. It is
treated, as consumption by a
household which is curious
as households treat
purchase of gold as
'investments' whatever the
economists in the
Government may think. 
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consumption by a household which is
curious as households treat purchase
of gold as 'investments' whatever the
economists in the Government may
think. The 'experts' are more or less
unanimous that households, particular-
ly women, are doing 'unproductive'
investments in gold jewellery. They
would rather households invested in
Government bonds which can be used
to pay salaries for Government employ-
ees (the most 'productive' activity).

But why do households invest in
gold? It is not for the return but for
security. Gold is the major social securi-
ty for large number of Indian house-
holds which do not have any social
security at all. The OASIS (Dave
Committee) report indicates that nearly
90 per cent of the India's workforce,
particularly the self-employed, is not
covered by any retirement scheme that
enables savings for economic security
during old age. Transfer of ownership is
also very easy. In the case of gold orna-
ments one can say that possession is
ownership. In other words, if a mother
removes her chain and gives it to her
daughter then it belongs to the latter by
tradition. One can get loan against gold
by pledging it with a moneylender any
time of the day or night, seven days of
the week.

In other words, gold represents the
most liquid form of asset in India. One
can also say that gold is the most polit-
ically correct metal which can be
owned. In traditional Indian families,
sometimes, shares or fixed deposits
are disposed without the knowledge of
the housewife. But gold is always sold
with the concurrence of the housewife.
The so-called superstition pertaining to
not removing the Mangal Sutra till the
death of the husband is an insurance
protection to the woman against rapa-
cious relatives and children. It is
assumed that the gold ornaments will
work as social security for her in case of
major emergency or after the death of
the head of the household.

More importantly, gold is used as
collateral in small businesses like retail
trade and transport restaurant's etc.
the role of gold is not that of an idle
asset as assumed by our central banker
and Government economists. We find
that the credit availability to small
entrepreneurs in
construction/trade/restaurant's etc.
has declined over period of time and
more money goes to only big business-
es See Table-2. Actually small business-
es are engines of our growth

One of the major reasons for the
increased demand for gold more in the

form of Coins and bars is the scarcity of
credit from banking sector for small and
tiny businesses. Actually coins and bars
constituted more than 300 tonnes out
of 864 tonnes consumed in 2012.As of
today Gold alone is acceptable collater-
al for these enterprises for getting cred-
it from money lenders.

Unfortunately the role of gold as a
social security and collateral for busi-
ness is not understood by our
Government economists and central
bankers. On the one side, credit avail-
ability from organised banking sector to
small and tiny businesses is declining
and on the other hand every effort is
made by RBI to make gold costlier and
scarce for these tiny entrepreneurs. The
increase in demand for gold and the
resultant crisis in the current account
deficit are linked to denial of credit to
the growth engines in service and man-
ufacturing sector. These are mostly pro-
prietorship and partnership firm's
whose only collateral to money lenders
is in the form of Gold ornaments or
coins and bar.

Further curbs on availability of gold
will only encourage D company to
become active in the smuggling of gold
and do we want it again?

Author  is  Professor  IIMB-  Views
Personal
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E
mirates center for strategic
studies and research - ECSSR
is an independent organiza-
tion, intellectual arm of the
UAE government. ECSSR con-

duct studies and research on topics
relevant to the national security and
socio economic well being of the
United Arabic Emirates in specific and
the gulf region in general with relevant
international concerns. ECSSR provide
the community services with highly sci-
entific activities with the convening of
symposia lectures and conferences in
topics related to the research agenda
actively assists the professional devel-
opment of UAE nationals through train-
ing programs. ECSSR support to the
government decision progress by
preparing reports for the best policy

scenario mix and ECSSR provide qual-
itative research for the decision mak-
ers.

In a rapidly changing world, with
new horizons and challenges expanding
the scope of human activity at every
turn, the wise leadership of the United
Arab Emirates envisioned the creation
of an advanced and independent
research institution that would not only
keep abreast with new developments at
the political, economic and social
spheres of human endeavor, but would
also formulate the most suitable
responses and strategies for keeping
the UAE society ahead in the race of
modernity. It was with this vision that
the UAE President, His Highness Sheikh
Khalifa bin Zayed Al Nahyan, estab-
lished the Emirates Center for Strategic

Studies and Research (ECSSR), a pre-
mier institution of its kind in the Middle
East, which has ever since set new
benchmarks of excellence and expert-
ise in the field of strategic studies and
research.

At the heart of the Center's mission
is its adoption of a strategic and ration-
al approach in addressing today's and
tomorrow's pivotal and pressing issues.
It also places a premium on rigorous
discipline in the triumph of academic
and scientific enterprise. In addition,
the ECSSR's core research group
involves a cadre of well-educated
nationals that derive a qualitative bene-
fit from a specially designed program.
The dedication and a sense of duty that
characterize these young professionals
is remarkable. In their development,

ECSSR - Intellectual
power house of UAE
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they have cultivated a sense of initiative
and courage that will undoubtedly light
the path to an even greater future.

H.H. His Highness Sheikh Khalifa
bin Zayed Al Nahyan, President of the
UAE, appreciates the role of ECSSR in
imparting quality planning to govern-
ment for delivering world class gover-
nance to its people. According to
President of UAE - "As the United Arab
Emirates is not isolated from these
developments, it has striven to adopt
essential measures for keeping pace
with the requirements of the age,
including the establishment of a promi-
nent scientific research institution, the
Emirates Center for Strategic Studies
and Research (ECSSR). The Center has
demonstrated in past years that it is
one of the most dynamic and effective
bodies in the United Arab Emirates in
monitoring global events.

The Center is concerned with track-
ing, analyzing, and investigating local,
regional, and international develop-
ments on a structured scientific and
methodological basis that guides
appropriate decision-making. This
process is inspired by the sound direc-
tives and the exclusive, unstinted sup-
port given to ECSSR by UAE govern-
ment, borne of the need to earnestly
enhance the intellectual skills of UAE
citizens and help them develop their
potential as progressive citizens of the
modern world.

Through its many concrete achieve-
ments, ECSSR has proven its ability to
surmount all challenges and obstacles,
and has consequently become a well-

established intellectual institution not
only in the United Arab Emirates but
also in the Gulf and the Arab world.
Furthermore, ECSSR has acquired dis-
tinguished academic and research sta-
tus at the international level.

Hence, there is a need to continue
our support for the Center within the
context of strengthening scientific and
intellectual traditions that lay the foun-
dation for building of modern societies
that aspire to follow the path of acceler-
ated development and progress.

Dr Jamal Sanad Al Suwaidi - Director

General ECSSR, the visionary intellectu-
al brain behind ECSSR has pionered
great road map for framing policies that
created UAE in the recent times. Dr
Jamal spoke about ECSSR and the role
of ruler of Abu Dhabi - " Center?'s varied
achievements and contributions could
not have been realized without the hon-
orable patronage of the late Sheikh
Zayed bin Sultan Al Nahyan, the con-

The Center is concerned with
tracking, analyzing, and
investigating local, regional,
and international
developments on a
structured scientific and
methodological basis that
guides appropriate decision-
making. This process is
inspired by the sound
directives and the exclusive,
unstinted support given to
ECSSR by UAE government,
borne of the need to
earnestly enhance the
intellectual skills of UAE
citizens and help them
develop their potential as
progressive citizens of the
modern world.
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stant support and laudable interest of
His Highness Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed
Al Nahyan, President of the UAE, and
His Highness General Sheikh
Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan,
Crown Prince of Abu Dhabi and Deputy
Supreme Commander of the UAE
Armed Forces.

They have also spared no effort in
supporting ECSSR, sponsoring its vari-
ous activities and closely monitoring
them with great interest, enriching the
Center's course with their sound direc-
tives, and promoting its activities and
achievements. God willing, this support
will help the Center to enhance its per-
formance towards achieving excel-
lence.

The visionary leadership of Sheikh
Khalifa Bin Zayed and Crown Prince
Mohammed Bin Zayed government of
Abu Dhabi with Dr. Jamal Sanad-Al
Suwaidi have envisioned making ICT
sector the fifth pillar of the economy.
The advent of Abu Dhabi knowledge
hub, Opinion Express Group of compa-
nies has presented its solutions with

programs that can enhance bilateral
ties between UAE and India in
Information Technology sector. Mr
Prashant Tewari Executive chairman of
Pantal Technologies and Opinion
Express group of companies has visit-

ed Dr. Jamal Sanad Al- Suwaidi with Dr
Mohiba Khalil to present IT solutions in
the ICT sector that can cover health
care, Bio-matrix identity cards, micro
credit scheme and cash less society,
national security services and national
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identity cards and similar possibilities.
This will lead to better ties between the
two friendly nations. According to Dr
Khalil - UAE society is a shifting towards
knowledge domain, the vision of its
great leader Sheikh Zayed had laid the
foundation years ahead. Mr Prashant
Tewari strongly feels that the ICT sector
can fuel tremendous growth of the UAE
economy. Pantel Technology with its
consortium partners would like to coor-
dinate with ECSSR to facilitate follow-
ing reference to achieve the objective.

Excellent IT and Communication
infrastructure

Infrastructure facilitating good
quality of life

Availability of skilled human
resources for all categories of IT jobs.

Cost effective operations
Facilitative policy, regulatory and

institutional framework
The UAE is setting a pioneering

model for constructive interaction
between the leadership and the peopl
gives top priority to the interests of the
citizens and spares no effort in provid-
ing them with a decent life. highly

appreciated by the citizens who are
willing to play an active role in national
development and boost nations of the
world.

The interaction of His Highness
General Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed
Al Nahyan, Crown Prince of Abu D
Commander of the UAE Armed Forces,
with UAE citizens in Al Dhaid on Friday
is an example of the close leaders and
the people and a true reflection of the
policy of openness which this relation-
ship is based Sheikh Mohammed bin
Zayed Al Nahyan, who was keen to
learn about the needs of the citizens,
said that His Highness Sheikh Khalifa
bin Zayed Al Nahyan, President of the
UAE and Supreme Commander of the
(God protect him) to public concerns,
and His Highness the President
believes in providing a decent consid-
ers the true treasure of this nation."

The UAE's wise leadership strongly
believes that the human capital is the
most invaluable resource and contribu-
tion to the development process is the
means for national progress and pros-
perity. His Highness Gbin Zayed Al

Nahyan's statement made in Al Dhaid
that "our leaders are keen to communi-
cate with the p them a better service to
both the nation and citizens" demon-
strates the UAE citizen as central to the
visio by our wise leadership.

The human resources, the main
engine of development, are the coun-
try's most invaluable asset. This exwise
leaders to listen to the citizenry and
make efforts to promote their welfare,
in areas such as modern medical care
and social services to provide citizens
with a decent life. It is the tangible
manifestat. Stage launched by
President His Highness Sheikh Khalifa
bin Zayed Al Nahyan by "providing an
envir empowerment of citizens in order
to contribute to their social and politi-
cal life."

During their meeting with His
Highness General Sheikh Mohammed
bin Zayed Al Nahyan, citizens express
satisfaction and loyalty. There was rec-
iprocity of mutual affection and appre-
ciation between the leadersh the
magic mantra for the security, stability
and welfare of the UAE.
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Scott Stewart

W
hen seeking to place an
attack like the April 15
Boston Marathon bomb-
ing into context, it is
helpful to classify the

actors responsible, if possible. Such a
classification can help us understand
how an attack fits into the analytical
narrative of what is happening and
what is likely to come. These classifica-
tions will consider such factors as ide-
ology, state sponsorship and perhaps
most important, the kind of operative
involved.

In a case where we are dealing with
an apparent jihadist operative, before
we can classify him or her we must first
have a clear taxonomy of the jihadist
movement. At Stratfor, we generally
consider the jihadist movement to be
divided into three basic elements: the
al Qaeda core organization, the region-
al jihadist franchises, such as al Qaeda
in the Arabian Peninsula, and grass-
roots operatives who are radicalized,
inspired and perhaps equipped by the

WHY THE BOSTON
BOMBERS
SUCCEEDED
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other two tiers but who are not mem-
bers of either.

Within the three-tier jihadist move-
ment there exist two distinct types of
operatives. One of these is the profes-
sional terrorist operative, a person who
is a member of the al Qaeda core or of
one of the regional franchises. These
individuals swear loyalty to the leader
and then follow orders from the organi-
zation's hierarchy. Second, there are
amateur operatives who never join a
group and whose actions are not guid-
ed by the specific orders of a hierarchi-
cal group. They follow a bottom-up or
grassroots organizational model rather
than a hierarchical or top-down
approach.

There is a great deal of variety
among professional terrorists, especial-
ly if we break them down according to
the functions they perform within an
organization, roles including that of
planners, finance and logistics special-
ists, couriers, surveillance operatives,
bombmakers, et cetera. There is also a
great deal of variety within the ranks

ofgrassroots operatives, although it is
broken down more by their interaction
with formal groups rather than their
function. At one end of the grassroots
spectrum are the lone wolf operatives,
or phantom cells. These are individuals
or small groups who become radical-
ized by jihadist ideology, but who do not

have any contact with the organization.
In theory, the lone wolf/phantom cell
model is very secure from an opera-
tional security standpoint, but as we've
discussed, it takes a very disciplined
and driven individual to be a true lone
wolf or phantom cell leader, and conse-
quently, we see very few of them. 

At the other end of the grassroots
spectrum are individuals who have had
close interaction with a jihadist group
but who never actually joined the organ-
ization. Many of them have even attend-
ed militant training camps, but they did-
n't become part of the hierarchical
group to the point of swearing an oath
of allegiance to the group's leaders and
taking orders from the organization.
They are not funded and directed by the
group.

Indeed, al Qaeda trained tens of
thousands of men in its training camps
in Afghanistan, Sudan and Pakistan but
very few of the men they trained actual-
ly ended up joining al Qaeda. Most of
the men the group instructed received
basic military training in things like

There is a great deal of
variety among professional
terrorists, especially if we
break them down according
to the functions they
perform within an
organization, roles including
that of planners, finance
and logistics specialists,
couriers, surveillance
operatives, bombmakers, et
cetera.
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using small arms, hand-to-hand combat
and basic fire and maneuver. Only the
very best from those basic combat
training courses were selected to
receive advanced training in terrorist
tradecraft techniques, such as bomb-
making, surveillance, clandestine com-
munications and document forgery. But
even of the students who received
advanced training in terrorist trade-
craft, only a few were ever invited to join
the al Qaeda core, which remained a
relatively small vanguard organization.

Many of the men who received basic
training traveled to fight jihad in
Afghanistan, Bosnia and Chechnya or
returned home to join insurgent or mili-
tant groups. Others would eventually
end up joining al Qaeda franchise
groups in places like Yemen, Iraq, Libya
and Algeria. Still others received some
basic training but then returned home
and never really put their new skills into
practice. 

Most grassroots jihadists fall along
a continuum that stretches between
the lone wolf and someone who
received advanced terrorist training but
never joined al Qaeda or another formal
militant group.

Whether the two men suspected of
carrying out the April 15 Boston

Marathon attack knowingly followed al
Qaeda's blueprint for simple attacks by
grassroots actors, their actions were
fairly consistent with what we have
come to expect from such operatives.
Certainly based upon what we have
seen of this case so far, the Tsarnaev
brothers did not appear to possess
sophisticated terrorist tradecraft.

For example, regarding the bombs
employed in the attack and during the
police chase, everything we have seen
still points to very simple devices, such
as pipe bombs and pressure cooker
devices. From a bombmaking trade-
craft standpoint, we have yet to see
anything that could not be fabricated by
reading Inspire magazine, spending a
little bit of time on YouTube and con-

ducting some experimentation. As a
comparison, consider the far larger and
more complex improvised explosive
device Anders Behring Breivik, the Oslo
bomber, constructed. We know from
Breivik's detailed journal that he was a
self-taught bombmaker using directions
he obtained on the Internet. He was
also a lone wolf. And yet he was able to
construct a very large improvised explo-
sive device.? Also, although the
Tsarnaev brothers did not hold up a
convenience store as initially reported,
they did conduct an express kidnapping
that caused them to have extended
contact with their victim while they visit-
ed automatic teller machines. They told
the victim that they were the bombers
and then allowed the victim to live.
Such behavior is hardly typical of pro-
fessional terrorist operatives.

Grassroots Theory
As it has become more difficult for

professional terrorists to travel to the
United States and the West in general,
it has become more difficult for jihadist
organizations to conduct attacks in
these places. Indeed, this difficulty
prompted groups like al Qaeda in the
Arabian Peninsula to attempt to attack
the United States by dispatching an
operative with an underwear bomb and

Most grassroots jihadists
fall along a continuum that
stretches between the lone
wolf and someone who
received advanced terrorist
training but never joined al
Qaeda or another formal
militant group.
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to use printer cartridge bombs to attack
cargo aircraft. In response to this diffi-
culty, al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula
began to adopt the grassroots into their
operational doctrine. They first began
promoting this approach in 2009 in
their Arabic-language magazine Sada
al-Malahim. The al Qaeda core organi-
zation embraced this approach in May
2010 in an English-language video fea-
turing Adam Gadahn.

In July 2010, al Qaeda in the
Arabian Peninsula launched an English-
language magazine called Inspire dedi-
cated to radicalizing and equipping
grassroots jihadists. Despite the losses
that al Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula
has experienced on the battlefield, it
has continued to devote a great deal of
its limited resources toward propagat-
ing this concept. It has continued to
publish Inspire even after the maga-
zine's founder and editor, Samir Khan,
was killed in an American missile strike
in Yemen.

The grassroots strategy was per-
haps most clearly articulated in the
third edition of Inspire magazine, which
was published in November 2010 fol-

lowing the failed October 29, 2010,
printer bomb operation. In a letter from
the editor in which Khan explained
what he referred to as "Operation
Hemorrhage," he wrote:

"However, to bring down America we
do not need to strike big. In such an
environment of security phobia that is
sweeping America, it is more feasible to
stage smaller attacks that involve fewer
players and less time to launch and
thus we may circumvent the security
barriers America has worked so hard to
erect. This strategy of attacking the
enemy with smaller, but more frequent
operations is what some may refer to
the strategy of a thousand cuts. The
aim is to bleed the enemy to death."

In Adam Gadahn's May 2010 mes-
sage entitled "A Call to Arms," Gadahn
counsels lone wolf jihadists to follow a
three-pronged target selection process.
They should choose a target with which
they are well acquainted, a target that is
feasible to hit and a target that, when
struck, will have a major impact. The
Tsarnaev brothers did all three in
Boston.
Implications

Yet despite this clearly articulated
theory, it has proved very difficult for
jihadist ideologues to convince grass-
roots operatives to conduct simple
attacks using readily available items
like in the "build a bomb in the kitchen
of your mom" approach, which they
have advocated for so long.

This is because most grassroots
jihadists have sought to conduct huge,
spectacular attacks -- attacks that are
outside of their capabilities. This has
meant that they have had to search for
help to conduct their plans. And that
search for help has resulted in their
arrest, just as Adam Gadahn warned
they would be in his May 2010 mes-
sage.

There were many plots disrupted in
2012 in which grassroots operatives
tried to act beyond their capabilities.
These include:

On Nov. 29, 2012, two brothers
from Florida, Raees Alam Qazi and
Sheheryar Alam Qazi, were arrested
and charged with plotting attacks in
New York.

On Oct. 17, 2012, Bangladeshi
national Quazi Nafis was arrested as
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part of an FBI sting operation after he
attempted to detonate a vehicle bomb
outside New York's Federal Reserve Bank.

On Sept. 15, 2012, Adel Daoud
was arrested after he parked a Jeep
Cherokee outside a Chicago bar and
attempted to detonate the bomb he
thought it contained. This was also an
FBI sting operation.

But the carnage and terrorist the-
ater caused by the Boston attack have
shown how following the simple attack
model can be highly effective. This will
certainly be pointed out in future edi-
tions of Inspire magazine, and grass-
roots operatives will be urged to follow
the model established by the Tsarnaev
brothers. Unlike operatives like Faisal
Shahzad who attempted to go big them-
selves and failed, the brothers followed
the blueprint for a simple attack and
the model worked.

It is quite possible that the success
of the Boston bombing will help jihadist
ideologues finally convince grassroots
operatives to get past their grandiose
plans and begin to follow the simple
attack model in earnest. If this hap-
pens, it will obviously have a big impact
on law enforcement and intelligence
officials who have developed very effec-
tive programs of identifying grassroots
operatives and drawing them into sting

operations. They will now have to adjust
their operations.

While these grassroots actors do not
have the capability of professional ter-
rorist operatives and do not pose as
severe a threat, they pose a much
broader, amorphous threat. Law
enforcement and intelligence agencies
generally do not deal well with ambigui-
ty.

There are simply too many soft tar-
gets to protect and some of these sim-
ple attacks will inevitably succeed. This
means that this low-level broad threat
will persist and perhaps even intensify
in the immediate future.

As we've previously discussed, the
best defense against the grassroots

threat are grassroots defenders. These
include the police and alert citizens
who report suspicious activity -- like
people testing bomb designs -- a fre-
quent occurrence before actual bomb
attacks. The slogan "If you see some-
thing, say something," has been
mocked as overly simplistic, but it is
nonetheless a necessity in an environ-
ment where the broad, ambiguous
threat of grassroots terrorism far out-
strips the ability of the authorities to
see everything. Taking a proactive
approach to personal and collective
security also beats the alternative of liv-
ing in terror and apprehensively waiting
for the next simple attack.

It is also very important for people to
maintain the proper perspective on ter-
rorism. Like car crashes and cancer
and natural disasters, terrorism is part
of the human condition. People should
take prudent, measured actions to pre-
pare for such contingencies and avoid
becoming victims (vicarious or other-
wise). It is the resilience of the popula-
tion and its perseverance that will ulti-
mately determine how much a terrorist
attack is allowed to terrorize. By sepa-
rating terror from terrorism, citizens can
deny the practitioners of terror the abil-
ity to magnify their reach and power.

(Vice  President  of  Analysis)

It is quite possible that the
success of the Boston
bombing will help jihadist
ideologues finally convince
grassroots operatives to get
past their grandiose plans
and begin to follow the
simple attack model in
earnest.
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Col R Hariharan

N
orth Korea's deployment of
two additional short-range
scud ballistic missile launch-
ers in its eastern coast has
strengthened speculations

in the South that Pyongyang might
launch a missile on April 25, the
anniversary of North Korean army.
According to South Korean media, the
latest deployment was in addition to
the seven mobile missile launchers
already in place on the coast.

Coupled with the two Musudan
intermediate range missiles already
deployed at a place 180 km from the
South Korean capital Seoul, has com-
pelled South Korea and the U.S. to take
the North Korean bluster a little more
seriously. Although, South Korean's
Chief of National Security Kim Jang-soo
had recently said DPRK was not capa-
ble of conducting a full-scale war on
the Korean Peninsula he did not rule
out localized 'provocations.'

North's National Defence
Commission's (NDC) in strong state-
ment on against the U.S has said if the
U.S. and "the puppet South" truly wish
dialogue and negotiations, "the sanc-
tions resolutions by the UN Security
Council that were fabricated with
unjust reasons must be withdrawn." It
also wanted the U.S. to promise not to
engage in 'nuclear war practice' with
the South, an apparent reference to
the joint exercises between the two
nations.

The enhanced North Korean
deployment of missiles could be to give
credibility to the NDC's statement. Of
course, a charitable view is to consider
NDC statement as a response John
Kerry's February 12 statement reject-
ing any talks between Washington and
Pyongyang unless North Korea took
tangible steps to abandon its nuclear
weapons programme. He subsequently
strengthened it further saying the U.S.
would not return to past cycles of
"Here's a little food aid, here's a little
this, then we'll talk."

A minor sidelight in the ongoing
confrontation was the participation of a

small Australian army unit of 18-men
joining a landing drill held as part of

the Foal Eagle US-South Korea joint
military exercise, near the south east-

Korean crisis reaching the
eye-ball to eye-ball stage

The enhanced North Korean deployment of missiles could
be to give credibility to the NDC's statement. Of course, a
charitable view is to consider NDC statement as a response
John Kerry's February 12 statement rejecting any talks
between Washington and Pyongyang unless North Korea
took tangible steps to abandon its nuclear weapons
programme. He subsequently strengthened it further saying
the U.S. would not return to past cycles of "Here's a little
food aid, here's a little this, then we'll talk."
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ern city of Pohang. The Australian par-
ticipation at their own request is
minuscule it underlines the interna-
tional military ramifications of a con-
flict between the two Koreas. This the
first time Australia is taking part in an
exercise in Korea, since the end of
Korean War in 1953. Seventeen thou-
sand Australian troops participated in
the Korean War under the UN com-
mand in which 340 Australian soldiers
lost their lives.

Military dimensions
An analysis of terrain, army strength

and weapon holdings of North and
South Korea give some indication how
the two countries would conduct their
operations in war. Firstly, South Korea's
population is double that of North,
while the land mass of North is one fifth
higher than the South. South Korea's
GDP is 40 times more than that of the
North, which means it can bank roll a
war for a longer duration than the
North. North cannot sustain a protract-
ed conflict due to acute financial
crunch and the adverse impact of eco-
nomic sanctions. So its aim would be to
inflict high casualties in a short war
inside South Korean territory.
Translated in military terms this means
North Korea would target densely popu-
lated cities of the South closer to the

DMZ with massed fire to demoralize the
population. Industrial hubs which sus-
tain South's vibrant economy could
become targets of missile attacks. 

As Korea's eastern coastal region is
mountainous, major cities and econom-
ic activity is along the tank country in
the western half of South Korea. Focus

of North Korean missile and artillery
strikes would be largely biased to these
cities in the West.

As North holds Soviet designed
weapons, its tactics would be to use
massed artillery in initial stages to take
the offensive into the South. North
Korea holds over 10,000 pieces of
artillery - double the number of 5000
pieces held by the South would facili-
tate this. North Korea's employment of
over 50 percent of the forces along the
DMZ would indicate that there would be
little reaction time for the opponents
when it launches the offensive. 

On the other hand, South has near
parity in combat aircraft held by North.
Qualitatively, strategic analysts rate
South Korean air force as superior in air
combat. In the sea, North Korea enjoys
a five-fold superiority in submarine
holdings, three fold in surface war
ships. 

Northern forces' ten-fold superiority
of its 200,000 strong special forces has
the potential to be a game changer.
These forces are likely to be inducted in
depth to strike at the rear if Southern
forces to destabilize them. North's
naval superiority in submarines could
come in handy in achieving surprise for
such operations. However, the looming
question is how serviceable are North's
weaponry, aircraft and ships in compar-

As North holds Soviet
designed weapons, its
tactics would be to use
massed artillery in initial
stages to take the offensive
into the South. North Korea
holds over 10,000 pieces of
artillery - double the number
of 5000 pieces held by the
South would facilitate this.
North Korea's employment
of over 50 percent of the
forces along the DMZ would
indicate that there would be
little reaction time for the
opponents when it launches
the offensive. 
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ison with the more modern weapons of
its prosperous enemy. 

Of course, involvement of the U.S. in
early stages of the war could cripple
North Korean plans given the U.S.' mas-
sive superiority in sea and air power
applied in tandem with its military
assets in Japan and Guam. With real
time command and control systems
and target acquisition capability, the
U.S. has enormous ability to turn the
tables. But the U.S. intervention will
have far reaching implications in the
region as North Korea had been a
steadfast ally of China. With Sino-US
suspicions over each other's strategic
role in the region already causing
enough strategic problems, will the U.S.
bite the bullet in favour of South Korea?
However, the pointed use of special
forces to neutralize North Korean capa-
bility probably remains an attractive
option for the U.S.

Sino-U.S. relations
The North Korean crisis thrust upon

China and the U.S. comes at a time
when both the countries are trying to
strengthen their relationship after the

new leadership took over in China. US
Treasury Secretary Jacob Lew, acting as
President Obama's special envoy, visit-

ed China in March, followed by the
maiden visit of John Kerry to Beijing
after becoming Secretary of State in the
same month. Tom Donilon, the US
National Security Advisor, is scheduled
to visit China in May. So both countries
have a convergence of interest in defus-
ing the Korean situation. This has
become more urgent than ever as
North Korea is expected launch its rock-
et on April 25.

During the two-day visit, John Kerry
met with the Chinese President Xi
Jinping, Premier Li Keqiang, and State
Councillor Yang Jiechi and discussed a
whole range of issues, well beyond the
Korean crisis. Agency reports said
President Xi called upon both sides to
promote dialogue, respect each other's
core interests and properly handle dif-
ferences. China and the US must pave
the way for the development of a new
type of relationship between the two
countries.

According to agency reports, after
meeting with the Chinese leaders, Kerry
in a press briefing on February 14 said
the U.S. wanted "strong, normal and
special" relationship with China
because it was a great power with the

During the two-day visit,
John Kerry met with the
Chinese President Xi Jinping,
Premier Li Keqiang, and
State Councillor Yang Jiechi
and discussed a whole range
of issues, well beyond the
Korean crisis. Agency
reports said President Xi
called upon both sides to
promote dialogue, respect
each other's core interests
and properly handle
differences. China and the
US must pave the way for the
development of a new type of
relationship between the two
countries.
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great ability to advance the world.
Speaking at the Tokyo Institute of
Technology Kerry said he had "con-
structive and productive" talks with
Chinese leaders. Underlining the U.S.
desire to build a win-win relationship,
he added,"We all have a stake in
China's success, just as China has a
stake in ours." Terming the North
Korean nuclear issues as a short term
issue, Kerry emphasized the "long term
relationship between China and the
U.S. is more important."

A joint statement issued after
Kerry's meeting with Chinese Premier Li
Keqiang announced the two countries
would set up a climate change work-
force under the framework of the China-
US Strategic and Economic Dialogue.
China and the US would be holding the
fifth China-US Strategic and Economic
Dialogue in July 2013.

The Chinese Premier had called for
closer economic ties, and a "shared
responsibility" for maintaining peace

and stability apparently referring to the
U.S. strategic moves relating to China's
power assertion in South China Sea.
Li's request to the US to take "substan-
tial actions to lift the ban on the export
of high-tech products to China" referred
to yet another contentious issue
between the two countries.

Foreign Minister Wang Yi said China
and the US should also engage in calm
and objective dialogue about cyber-
space referring to a sensitive issue on
which they have been trading accusa-
tions. State Councilor Yang Jiechi said
China was committed to "advancing the
denuclearization process on the Korean
Peninsula" and "will work with the par-
ties concerned, including the US, to play
a constructive role".

During John Kerry's visit, China
could have given some hope to the U.S.
expectations from China in reining in

During John Kerry's visit,
China could have given some
hope to the U.S.
expectations from China in
reining in North Korea from
taking precipitate action.
But due to strategic
reasons, China would find
difficult to do so as North
Korea has been its client
state for the last six
decades. 
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North Korea from taking precipitate
action. But due to strategic reasons,
China would find difficult to do so as
North Korea has been its client state for
the last six decades. 

So far China does not seem to have
not made up its mind on how to defuse
North Korean crisis. Its dilemma is evi-
dent from the topics relating to Sino-
North Korean relationship listed in the
CCP's Global Times website. They
included "NK albatross around China's
neck," "Outrage won't make China
abandon NK," "Is China-NK friendship
still alive today?", "China living in denial
of NK's status as an ally," "Pyongyang
seeking real sense of safety", "China's

choice is to unleash or reel in a nuclear
North Korea," and "Will the China-NK
alliance remain stable?".

Perhaps it would like to buy time to
ease the situation from building up to
the crisis point. The planned visit of
Beijing's special representative on
Korean affairs, Wu Dawei to the U.S.
next week to exchange views on the
maintenance of peace and stability on
the Korean Peninsula as well as the
denuclearization of the Peninsula si
part of this exercise. 

According to the media already
some 10,000 US troops and 200,000
South Korean soldiers in the peninsula
are primed for war. The US has

deployed its B-2 stealth bombers, F-2
fifth-generation fighter jets, the destroy-
er USS Fitzgerald, equipped with an
Aegis counter-ballistic missile system in
South Korea. With forces deployed eye-
ball to eye-ball, the key question is how
serious is the North Korean threat? Is it
going to be bluster or bomb?

Both China and the U.S. need to
work together in the larger interest of
their enlarging relations which are
stymied by territorial disputes in the
South China Sea and East China Sea,
Internet security, climate change and
many other international issues,
besides attracting Chinese investments
to the U.S. So probably China would try
and delay North Korea's rocket launch
to reinforce China's increasing desire to
be recognized as a responsible interna-
tional power. At least this is what proba-
bly China, the U.S. and South Korea
would be hoping.

This  article  includes  comments
shared  with  the  press  on  the  looming

Korean  crisis
(Col R Hariharan, a retired Military

Intelligence specialist on South Asia
and its neighbourhood, is associated

with the Chennai Centre for China
Studies and the South Asia Analysis

Group. E-Mail: colhari@yahoo.com
Blog:www.colhariharan.org) 

So far China does not seem to have not made up its mind on
how to defuse North Korean crisis. Its dilemma is evident
from the topics relating to Sino-North Korean relationship
listed in the CCP's Global Times website. They included "NK
albatross around China's neck," "Outrage won't make
China abandon NK," "Is China-NK friendship still alive
today?", "China living in denial of NK's status as an ally,"
"Pyongyang seeking real sense of safety", "China's choice
is to unleash or reel in a nuclear North Korea," and "Will
the China-NK alliance remain stable?".
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Hugh Steadman 

While on his recent visit to China,
Prime Minister John Key pro-
nounced on the escalating ten-

sions in the Korean peninsula.
Evidently, were war to break out,

New Zealand would be on the side of
South Korea and its other "natural
allies," alongside which it had fought in
the previous Korean War.

Mr Key's Chinese hosts had the
good manners to refrain from pointing
out that, at the time, they had been the
"natural allies" of the North Koreans,
alongside whom they had fought, while
sustaining in the region of 800,000
casualties.

The implications of the prime minis-
ter's remark, on top of the recent
involvement of New Zealand's "natural
allies" in Iraq, in Afghanistan and Libya
and in other theatres, might give pause
for thought as to where New Zealand
could be led by this gut-reaction

defence policy.
The present is a quite different his-

torical era to the one in which those
alliances were forged.

The North Korean government is a
dictatorship. Dictatorships govern
according only to the last two of
Hobbes' three motivators of nation
states: greed, fear and glory.
Democracies go for greed (consumer
capitalism). Fear can affect either
democracy or dictatorship. The urge for

glory is a unique motivator of would-be
dictators, who rule not only by the fear
they instil in their populations, but also
by personality cult and charisma.

True to form for the North Korean
leadership, greed does not come into it.
They have enough to eat, even if their
flock - which has no say in the matter -
might be starving.

Repeated attempts by the United
States to obtain good behaviour con-
cessions from the regime by offering

Korean crisis driven by 
US intransigence

Here  and  there: U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry and Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi are seen in Beijing 

The North Korean government is a dictatorship.
Dictatorships govern according only to the last two of
Hobbes' three motivators of nation states: greed, fear and
glory. Democracies go for greed (consumer capitalism).
Fear can affect either democracy or dictatorship. The urge
for glory is a unique motivator of would-be dictators, who
rule not only by the fear they instil in their populations, but
also by personality cult and charisma.
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western-style consumer incentives
completely miss the point.

If greed is not a factor, fear is; fear
for the security of the elite's privileged
position in face of the continuing hostil-
ity shown by the US. Since the signing of
the armistice 60 years ago, which
ended the hot-war on the Korean penin-
sula, the US has consistently refused a
peace treaty that would guarantee the
North Korean regime freedom from the
fear of further external aggression.

North Koreans do not forget that in
the last round they and their industry
were napalmed and bombed into the
Stone Age by armadas of carpet-bomb-
ing flying fortresses. If the beloved
leader says a repeat performance is on
the cards, the population will follow all
instructions.

Since the armistice, and given the
unfinished nature of the war, the level
of North Korean paranoia has
increased as they have witnessed suc-

cessive dictators, who dared defy the
West, being targeted for western
orchestrated regime change.

Finally we have Hobbes'
"glory"

Korea is a Confucian society with a
built-in deference and reverence for
those in possession of wise old-age.
The stake-holders in the North Korean
tyranny face a credibility problem with
the ascent to the throne of Kim Jong
Un, who is young, inexperienced and
thus lacks the Confucian profile of the
ideal leader.

Glory is what is required. His coura-
geous defiance of the West, which we
are now witnessing, is the conse-
quence.

If New Zealand's intransigent
American ally is to defuse this problem,
which is of its own making and has now
come to embody the risk of nuclear war,

it will have to negotiate a cast iron
peace treaty that guarantees the North
Korean dictatorship's continued right to
existence without external interference.

Any initial peace-treaty negotiations
will fail, if America adopts the position
that any such treaty would be depend-
ent on the de-nuclearisation of North
Korea. There is no way that could now
happen. The young leader's ears will be
full of reminders of what fates awaited
Saddam Hussein and Muammar
Gaddafi, after they had succumbed to
western blandishments to abandon
their nuclear programmes.

Should the US, despite the nuclear
obstacle, summon the will to negotiate
a peace treaty, North Korea would join
the family of nations as just another,
nuclear-armed, nation state with an
unpleasant governmental system.

In the absence of any continued
external existential threat to the securi-
ty of their nation, the people of North
Korea would soon come to see no justi-
fication for the continuation of their
undemocratic style of government. They
would rid themselves of it.

It may well take a long time, given
how long US intransigence has allowed
this malignancy to fester, but happen it
will. The spirit of this age is towards
inevitable, though often painful, democ-
ratisation.

That pain would be much reduced
were other nations, such as our "natural
allies," to refrain from active intervention
in the internal affairs of other states.

Hugh  Steadman  is  a  Blenheim
businessman  with  a  deep  interest  in

international  affairs.  
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Shanti Dynamite, one of the most
popular and known babes who
starred on UK's adult Channel

Babestation and Masti Chat and Hotel
Voyeur  has signed her first Bollywood
film and Item Song in Saurabh Malik's
Chalo Doctor Doctor Khelein (let's play
Doctor Doctor).

The half Sikh/Greek bombshell has
worked in the adult TV industry for two
years where she faced the camera
nude speaking to callers and engaging
in erotic conversations, she then went
on to Masti TV which is catered to the
South Asian audience and quickly built
her name in the glamour world. The 21
year old is now preparing for her first
step into Bollywood where she will be
acting alongside Bollywood names Raj
Babbar, Sanket Bhonsle  and Sonel
Singh (of Roadies TV fame) in the lead
roles.

Dynamite who was raised in Uganda
moved to UK in 1999 where she com-
pleted her schooling and went on to

training to be a hairdresser she quickly
realised she wanted more from life.
Since her stint in Adult TV Shanti
Dynamite has become one of the most
popular adult models in the country
with a growing International fan base. 

Nisha Sahdev CEO Sahdev Media
who manage her exclusively are excited
to work with this debutant " Sofiya came
to me with a dream and vision, she's
going in to Bollywood from the glamour
industry, it's a big move for her and we
are making sure she goes though the
right training and classes before she
begins filming. We are looking forward
to developing her career in the interna-
tional market"

The west London based bombshell,
who is most known for her erotic
Bollywood dance that went viral across
popular social network sites around the
world. Sofia is excited for her big move,
"I don't know how it all happened so
fast, One minute I'm making a dance

video just for joke and the next minute I
get a Bollywood offer, I can't wait to go
to Mumbai and begin filming in a few
months, I really want to make a name
out there. I am going to acting, dancing,

Hindi classes to prepare myself"
Shanti will be known as her birth

name Sofiya in Bollywood where she
will undergo training in Dance, Hindi
and Acting before going on sets. 

UK'S ADULT  GLAMOUR MODEL
SHANTI DYNAMITE SET TO STAR IN

BOLLYWOOD MOVIE
CHALO DOCTOR DOCTOR KHELIEN (LET'S PLAY DOCTOR DOCTOR)

London - Immediate Release 
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Pantel Technologies Pvt. Ltd. (PTPL)
, though a very young name in the
world of Information Technology

and Communication has already
marked a strong foot print by innovating
and selling Tablet (PCs) under the
brand name of PENTA T-Pad(s) in the
Indian, South East Asian, GCC and
African markets. Tablets are taking the
world by storm. The last two years have
seen growth and rapid expansion of the
Tablet PC market. In this fast evolving
world of technology, Pantel
Technologies aspired to revolutionize
the way people access content / infor-
mation in today's fast moving lifestyle
by providing the latest technology
devices at most affordable prices with

no compromise with quality. The PENTA
T-pads successfully caters various sec-
tors like education, banking, healthcare
etc. increasing their productivity.

The wide range of Tablet PC(s) man-
ufactured by Pantel Technologies gives
consumers the option to choose prod-
ucts high on technology low on costs.
The PENTA T-pads are optimally
designed after a lot of R&D in PTPL's
own R&D unit to catch the fancy of a
cross section of users from avid
gamers, busy professionals, thrill-seek-
ing youngsters, multi-tasking home-
makers and tech-savvy students. These
smart looking tabs are light and easy to
carry. Feature rich PENTA T-pads come
in Android Ice-Cream Sandwich and
Android Jelly Bean operating systems.
In fact, PTPL has launched India's first,
EDGE enabled Jelly Bean Tablet PC.
PTPL has brought a revolution in the
world of mobility on a serious note as it
takes the pride of being the first in
bringing new technology to tech savvy

users. PENTA is the only brand which
has Tablet PC(s) in 8 inches and 9.7
inches sizes along with 7 inches. The 8
inches Tablet PC(s) from PENTA with 3G
voice calling and dual camera is the
most appreciated product. It is again
the first one to bring in dual SIM tech-
nology in Tablet PC(s).The exclusive
Tablets from PENTA comes with 2G/3G
SIM card slot to ensure connectivity for
the users across the cities, rural areas
and hinterland.

PENTA T-Pads comes in with All-port
architecture that supports multiple con-
necting options like USB port, HDMI
port and TF card slot. The Tablet PC(s)
comes pre-loaded with PENTA
Application suite which contains apps
such as 'YouTube' , 'NexGtv' , 'Facebook'
, 'Skype' , 'Whatsapp' and many more
giving complete satisfaction to the
mobile generation. When the world is
swaying to the craze of 3D Penta has
been the first to give the Indian market
the pleasure of 3D enabled Tablet PC.

PTPL: SUCCESS STORY

The wide range of Tablet
PC(s) manufactured by
Pantel Technologies gives
consumers the option to
choose products high on
technology low on costs. The
PENTA T-pads are optimally
designed after a lot of R&D
in PTPL's own R&D unit to
catch the fancy of a cross
section of users from avid
gamers, busy professionals,
thrill-seeking youngsters,
multi-tasking homemakers
and tech-savvy students.
These smart looking tabs are
light and easy to carry. 
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These 3D tabs comes with 3D goggles
allowing the user to enjoy uninterrupted
3D viewing on the PENTA T-pad.

With the vision of reaching global
masses Pantel Technologies has made
some strategic alliances. In India, it is in
alliance with Bharat Sanchar Nigam
Limited (BSNL), the oldest and largest
communication service provider of the
country and the only operator with PAN
India 3G presence. This Indian state-
owned telecommunication company is
the largest provider of fixed telephony
and fourth largest mobile telephony
provider in India. It also has a strong
hold as a broadband services provider.
Jointly PENTA and BSNL are addressing
the data consumption and ICT needs of
the Indian customers through PENTA T-
pads, bundled with BSNL 3G data
devices. With this joint venture PTPL
has got the extra mileage of reaching
the huge customer base of BSNL.
Pantel spreads its global presence
through its alliance with Orange, one of
the leading telecom operators with their
presence in 33 countries. Orange
Business Services, is one of the world
leaders in providing telecommunication
services to multinational companies.

With the vision of reaching global masses Pantel
Technologies has made some strategic alliances. In India,
it is in alliance with Bharat Sanchar Nigam Limited (BSNL),
the oldest and largest communication service provider of
the country and the only operator with PAN India 3G
presence. 
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Pantel also boasts its tie up with
Mauritius Telecom Ltd. as it is the coun-
try's only telecom company that pro-
vides universal services and universal
access, hence one of the valued part-
ners of PTPL.

PENTA is focused on the education
sector in the country. Education is a pri-
ority sector and PTPL firmly believes
that the new age Digital technologies
will go a long way in fulfilling the
Government mission of 'Quality
Education for all'. In the education seg-
ment PTPL aims of empowering young
students with latest pedagogy and

learning experience regardless of loca-
tion, distance, and socio-economic
standing. For this PTPL has joined
hands with digital education content
delivery company(s) iProf Learning
Solutions and Myelearner. iProf India
and Myelearner are one of India's
largest providers for tablet- based digi-
tal learning solutions. They impart com-
prehensive study solutions to students
aspiring to excel in entrance exams like
IIT-JEE, AIEEE, PMT, AIPMT Medical, et
al , besides providing rich digital con-
tent for classes KG to XII. These are
online platforms to facilitate a 24X7

student-teacher connect. This collabo-
ration will help to bring high quality dig-
ital content within the reach of masses
across the country using Tablet PC as
the delivery medium. The innovatively
designed and uniquely priced ICT
devices -with bundled wireless connec-
tivity solutions and appropriate educa-
tion content - will contribute in bridging
the 'digital divide'. The introduction of
Tablet PC(s) in classroom is not only
bridging the digital divide between
urban and rural or rich and poor chil-
dren but it is encouraging students to
engage in self-learning. It is the best
way to provide an equal opportunity for
students to access the same learning
material and knowledge.

PTPL promises to take technology
further ahead and keep delighting the
mass and the class always with such
path-breaking offerings. The success of
PTPL lies not only in constant redesign-
ing of tablet computing but bringing the
same within the reach of common man.
PTPL's satisfaction lies in quenching
the common man's thirst to have com-
munication and technology moving
along with them. With this desire PTPL
also wishes to enter the world of smart
phones. It can be assured that surely
Penta will bring a sway in the smart
phone world too. The technology world
is ready to welcome Penta in it's yet
another venture.
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Q. Sandhya Shetty is a woman of sub-
stance; you are active in sports, mar-
tial arts with your regular glamour pro-
fession. When the entire country fight-
ing for women rights, child abuse,
rapes, murders etc, how can a suc-
cessful independent woman inspire
female population to fight for their
rights?
A. To be born as a woman for me sym-
bolizes power. Our basic instinct to be
strong physically and mentally is a great
asset. Every woman has this potential &
empowerment of woman is something
that needs to be focused. One has to
start believing in inner beauty, inner
strength & that will automatically reflect
the exterior. My passion for martial arts
gives me immense strength & I can
inspire woman to be strong, defend self
at all times & believe that we as woman
are very powerful. My talent as a TV pre-
senter helps me convey how speech &
language can help in communicating the
minutest of things in a very powerful
mode. Woman need to express, act upon
& believe in self to standup & make all
the difference to their existence.

Q. Sandhya is a performer, what moti-
vates you to excel in life??
A. My motivation is purely myself, yes I
learn a lot from surrounding & people.
But my passion to work & to excel in
whatever I do is the strongest driving
force. I love my work, I love every task
that I do & I put in a lot of hard-work
because I believe that its a part of me
that I am extending in my performance.

Q. What is the strangest thing a role
required you to do?
A. I did a Bengali film called "KAAL"
which was based on Human Trafficking
& the most challenging scene that I had
to play was of getting aborted the very
harsh inhumane way ( in a village where
there are no proper hospitals) . I being
single without the experience of moth-
erhood, the whole thought of the agony
that a woman goes through was beyond
my imagination. I think at that point too
I realized that woman are strong &
adverse point of helplessness a woman
gathers her strength to fight even
stronger.

Q. Besides acting, what other training

have you had (voice, dance, stage
combat, etc.)?

A. Miss India 2000 was from where I
begin my journey of modeling & from
there on I did theatre & also continued
training myself in Bollywood dancing. As
a fashion model I kept reinventing
myself not only as a Ramp model, but
doing innumerable print campaign &
occasionally hosting shows too. I did
loads of workshops to brush my skills. I
excelled in the discipline of martial art
form (karate )& today I am a black belt
with a medal in the 34th National
games held in Ranchi 2011, .

Q. If you could choose, what three
actors would you really want to work
with?
A. As a child I always was so much in
awe with Mr.Amitabh Bacchan, his act-
ing, his voice, the way he spoke Hindi &
English with such great fluency. I think
it's for any actors dream to share
screen space with him. Amir Khan is
purely sensibility personified, his style
& method of acting is just there & he is
so inspiring. Ranbir Kapoor absolute
talent house & surely as an actor he is
somebody who can inspire his co actor
to give their best. I would also mention
Akshay Kumar purely because of our
common interest of martial art & his fit-
ness & his presentation onscreen is
also something that one would wish to
work with him too.

Q. Have you ever gotten a chance to

be on the other side of the table at an
audition (watching, instead of audi-
tioning)? What did you learn from
that?

A. Learning is a process which happens
at every stage. While I am performing,
while I watch others performing, while I
am sitting at a airport lounge, while I
am sitting in a restaurant....it's just so
unlimited....mind has to be receptive &
one can learn anywhere. When others
audition & we watch, the 1st thought is
of how & where one can work more on
improving, one has to be humble
towards any approach of a learning
process. The best thought is I am the
best, period then perform & surely do
the best & let the others rest.
Q. Your message to young women of
India?
A. Women are born because they are
the proof of the best creation that exists
in this beautiful world. Feel proud being
a woman, because it's the womb that
even gives birth to the man. The
immense strength of what is within us
can only be explored by us. Educate
yourself, get empowered, be self suffi-
cient, be strong to defend self in
adverse situation & stand strong for
another woman too. Woman power is
what is within us, just believe & the
world is ours.

Interviewed by Lakshmi  R, Model:
Sandhya  Shetty, Photographer:

Kaustub  Kamble, Make Up: Ayesha
Wadiwala, Hair: Reeta  Shukla

Women must discover inner strength
to excel in life - Sandhya Shetty






